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however, as you progress, the map enlarges and new exotic species run around like clockwork beasts. not only are these encounters more interesting and difficult, the whole system of puzzle building eventually resembles the bizarre, grandiose structure of cosmic express. i haven't even begun to visit the far-flung islands yet, and i'll no doubt find plenty of strange surprises
like the robot-turtle player character the developers have already conjured up for you to interact with in adorable little cutscenes. i'm much likelier to stop and examine the island's history, crumbling under the mountain i've climbed. before i know it, i'll be looking at some polynesian enshrouded huts, sleepy beaches, and robot-beasts rummaging in their metal giant-nuts. a
monster's expedition's only real flaw is the title. unless you're a kid who befriends a t-rex, the world is full of hostile creatures who can turn or bite you at any time. small surprises like wind-up hobo kittens abound. every beast you meet is a potential conversationalist and the world itself is rife with puzzles. these babies belong in a happier world. fans of cosmic express will
have plenty to get their teeth into with a monster's expedition. first impressions are that it's every bit as charming and nostalgic as the larger, more memorable game. with its clever puzzles, this is a title not to be missed. while nothing can approach the legendary black-and-white masterpiece, king kong is still a winner, thanks to unstoppable charisma, memorable looks,

superb special effects and a tightly woven script that avoids the tendency to get too bogged down in scenery.the film gets a major help from kong himself, a quirky but agile beast of a character who brings fresh meat to the campfire. wonderful animal impersonators abound, including a balletic yellow elephant, epicenters of terror such as a giant snake and a hooking spider
(played by babe), a weirdly adorable baboon and a ferocious, sympathetic ape whose stutter is hilariously embodied by john carradine. the majority of the acting here is done by top players, including fay wray and especially the late, hulking wrestler-turned-actor ernest borgnine.kong himself was a favorite of such late greats as peter doherty, and we're lucky he made the

list. if we were limited to one martin landau, he'd be a great choice.
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